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ABSTRACT: Physieal limits af the present day
microelectronics are discussed and argurncnts given. why
working principies of conventional transistor-based designs
will fail. Theoretical concepts are applied lo quantum
functional devices and their requirements for basic
properties. like quantization and coupling effects. carrier
transport as well as time constants.
RESUMEN: Se discuten los límiles físicos de la
microelectrónica actual, y se presentan razones del porque
los principios de operación de transistores convencionales en
el futuro fallarán. Se aplica conceptos tcóricos para
dispositivos funcionales cuánricos y sus condiciones para
propiedades básicas, como efectos de cuantización y de
acoplamiento, transporte de portadores de carga y constuntes
de tiempo.
Keys \Vords: nanoelectronic, quantum functionality,
Tunneling of electrons
I. INTRODUCTION
electronics and system architeclure have lo be assessed
according to engineering aspects. 5uch as scaling capability.
functional density, power-delay time product, and thus
maximum achievable chip complexity and functional
throughpu!. [claro el al, 1997), [Hayashi el al, 19901
The objeclive of the present paper consists in a discussion of
physical fundamentals which dominate the microelectronics
to nanoelcctronics transition.
II,EXPONENTIAL TRENDS AND L1MITS OF
TRANSISTOR BASED APPROACHES
Since the rcalization of the first integrated circuit in 1959 the
number of devices per chip has been increased by about two
orders of magnitude per decade by increasing packing
cfficiency and by enlarging the chip area.
These trcnds can be approximated by exponential functions.
As an examplc, the feature size TJ may be given by:
Ignoring scaling limits, one obtains, by extrapolation fmm
eq. la minimum lateral dimensions of about 130 nm in
2000. respectively. Assuming no further increase in chip size
and paeking effieieney, but sustaining lhe lOO-fald inerease
in chip complexity per decade, yield two even more
progressive scaling laws.
Using eq. lc. minimum geometries of 100 nm had been
reaehed in lhe mid- '90s and 30 nm wilJ be required at the
beginning of Ihe new century (see fig. 1).
Quantum-size effects in scmiconductors and their
applications in digital functional devices are decisive aspects
of the concept for a future generation of integrated circuits,
approaehing ultimale physieal limils ¡Chang, 200),
[Hiramolo,2000J.
From today's point of view there are still a lot of questions
concerning the theory and fabrication of complex functional
quantum deviees and eireui!. [Zehe, 2000), ¡Sze. 1997J
Interdisciplinary knowledge is essential to addrC5S these
chaIlenging problems. Device engineers and circuit designers
link their work to related work in physics. and vice versa.
Neither physicists nor device engineers and system experts
can take present process technologies for granted. An
independence of successive developrnent steps as in the field
of current conventional transistor-based technologies is
hardly foreseeable at presen!. Fundamentals of physies,
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IV. IlEYOND EVOLUTIONARY APPROACIIES
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Fig. 2: Transmission coefficient versus wavelength of
conducting electrons calculatcd by the WKB formula.
These projections have triggered an intensive search for
alternatives to conventional transistor-based microeleclronics
to sustain exponential trends in chip complexity over the nexl
decades. Intensive investigations into physics. electronics.
system architectures and processing requirements have been
underway since the beginning of the 'SOs.
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Fig. 2 shows the transmission coefficient T in the region of.
and below the DeBroglie wavelength Á= h! ,/2111 . £. nf
~ 11 ~
conduction electrons. Today most experts agree that
minimum lateral dimensions will eventualIy satura te for high
volume IC's in the 0.1 ~m and 0.2.0.4 ~m range for
conventional devices and circuits. respectively. The
Iimitations on circuit geometries are mainly due to isolation
and interconnection problems.
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(i) carricr transport control using depletion layers created
by electrostatic potentials is degraded, so that sub.
threshold currents and punch.through will affeet device
behavior. and
The working principies of conventiooal transistors and
architectures \ViII begin lo fail in this size regime because:
1985 1990 1995 2000
Year
Fig. 1: Minimum feature size versus calendar year for
different exponential tittings.
(ii) quantum mechanical effects. like quantum tunneling
come ioto play ayer distances comparable lO. and
smaller than the DeBroglie wavelength of conduction
eleclrons. Electrons can lunnel through potencial
barriers. de vices. and ¡solation between devices starts lo
foil.
111. TUNNELING OF ELECTRONS THROUGH
POTENTIAL IlARRIERS
The lransmission probability of electrons tunneling through a
pOlential barrier is given by a transmission coefficient T
depending on the shape of the barrier and the electro n
energy. For barriers with height Voz. width b, and impacting
electrons with energy Ez, a modified WKB-approximation
formula (WKB: Wentzel . Kramers . Brillouin) for
rectangular barriers gives the transmission coefficient T as
the ratio between the amplitudes of the transmitted and the
incident wave:
(2)
\vhere:
The fundamental idea is to make use of precisely those
quantum mechanical effects. as e.g. quantum tunneling,
which cause the failure of canventional transistor-based
technologies. This concept may ¡ead eventually to complex
functional devices based on quantum mechanical effects. The
basic structure is the resanant tunneling double barrier. The
term unanoelectronics" was introduced in order to identify
the realization of quantum devices in alternative
architectures.
Quantum mechanical effects dominate nanoelectronics
structures. The aim of this presentation is to apply well-
known theories to the requirements of quantum functional
de vices and to provide qualitative conclusions on patterned
geometries. carrier transporto lateral quantization effects.
coupling effects and time constants of resonant tunneling
structures. generally excluding scauering (coherent resonant
tunneling). An exact analysis of camplicated quantum
transport processes in real structures requires extensive
models. including knowledge of scattering mechanisms. self.
consistent potentials. the distribution of electrons at the
tunneling interfaces. real band structure. as well as an
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extensive mathematical formalism, e.g. transfer- and
scattering matrix techniques or methods for direct solutions
of the Schrodinger or Wigner-function transport equations
(see Tab. 1).
V. EFFECTIVE MASS APPROXIMATION
Wigner
function.
Poisson's
equation
transfer
matrix
teehnique • Including seattering
• Ineluding self-eonsistent
potentials
• Applied te transient
analysis.
[Kluksdahl. 1989)
The effective mass approximation gives an analytical. so-
called WKB formula which allows to determine transmission
coefficienls for potential barriers. This formula is simple,
andshould be sufficient lO obtain the desired qualitative
results needed for the diseussion in this papero [Yuan &
Seabaugh, 1999]
Pseudopotentia
Imatrix
• Applied to momentum
mixing and zone
folding effeets due to
redueed dimensionality.
[Jaros et al. 1987]
The material system eonsidered here generally
GaAs I AI,Ga, ...As. where "'.; (0.067 + 0.083x) . "'. and
1:1£,.;x. leY.
Physical
model
Table 1
Methode Feature
Fig. 3 shows the eleetron energy diagram of a basie resonant
lunneling double barrier in thermal equilibrium (a). For a
eertain applied bias V, (b), eleetrons with three degrees of
freedom (3-DOF) in the left degeneralely doped emitter
(emitter Fermi-sphere) can tunnel resonantly through lhe
unoccupied levels of the two-dimensional sub band in lhe
well (shaded disk). This basie slrueture is fabriealed by one-
dimensional patterning of solids.
VI PATTERNED GEOMETRIES
Resonant lunneling effeels, in order lo be elearly observable,
require bolh (i) and (ii):
Fig. 3: Eleetron energy diagram in equilibrium (a) and in
resonance (b) of a double barrier resonant tunneling diode.
The sphere (e) iIIustratesthe operation in momenlum space .
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The present and probably future supremaey of lhe
heterostructure tunneling configuration is due to its
oulstanding abilily lo modulate the lattiee pOlenlial abruptly
within one or a few monolayers. and thus to create band
discontinuities.
Eleetron systems of redueed dimensionality are of greal
importance for future quantum functional de vices, requiring
two-dimensional (quantum wire) and three-dimensional
(quanlum dot) patterning of single-erystal solids.
• Including seattering.
• Applied lo disorder
effeets.
[Sehulz. 1988)
• Ineluding seattering.
[Kim et al, 1988]
• Applied to transient
analysis.
[Guo el al. 1988]
• Applied to zero
dimensional electron
systems (quantum dots)
• Subband mixing due to
lateral wave-funetion
mismatch
• Multichannel transport
[Kei ko. 1998]
• Stable for large finite
multiple barriersystems
• Effeets of various
conduction band minima
and interband
transference.
[Maine. 1998J
• Applied to Iransient and
small signal analysis.
[Heilmeier. 1984]
• Applied to small signal
analysis.
[Sokolovski. 1988]
• Green's
function
technique
• Green's
funetion
and
• Semiclassi
cal
perturbatio
n theory
• Crank-
Nieholson
type
methods
• Finite
differenee
s
• Transfer
matrix
technique
• Seattering
matrix
teehnique
Tight binding
approximation
Effective mass
Approximation
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where EpOll::;Voz. 01"1:;:0.11010, and Epo12=O, O1n2==
0.067 m,.
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while the lifetime width ofthe resonanl state is given by:
The lransmission coefficient To of the wholc structure in
resonance is
Fig. 5: Transmission eoeffieient of left. right. and double
barrier in resonance as a function of resonant energy Eo
= EJ3 and Ez = 5/3Eo for the right and left hand side barriers.
respectively. Both, barrier and well width are 5 nm.
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(i) An energy gap belween diserele slales in lhe well. whieh
is largcr than the average lhermal energy kT. Fig. 4
shows a transition region between kT and 4 kT using the
energy gap betwecn ground (Eo ) and the first exciled
(E,) stale. The subband energy is given by the solution
of lhe Schrüdinger equation for finite barrier height:
Fig. 4: Well size regimes for GaAsJAIGaAs quantum deviees
versus temperature.
!>E" ;, E" . (T, +T, ) (7)
The calculations are based on coherenl lunneling. although
neglecting effects of electro n scaltering is only possible as
far as the scaltering time (relaxalion time):The transition region is situated between 5.4 and 11.5 nm,
and bClwcen 11.3 and 240m well width al room tempCrilture
Of liquid nitrogen lemperature. respectively. The 0.1 Ilm Iimit
is nol exeeeded until ¡iquid helium temperature is rcached. r=j1 'mll/e¡ (8)
(ii) Sufficient transmiUance of potential barriers given by
the transmission coefficient T. The Wentzel.Kramers-
Brillouin (\VKB) approximation is valid, when lhe
potential varies smoothly. It can however be adapted to
ahruptly varying potentials Iike rectangular barriers, in
reasonable agreement with the transfer matrix technique.
by adding a prcfaclOr to the expression. The same factor
is obtained by solving the Sehrodinger equation (eq. 4)
for rectangular barriers (cq. 2). Assuming kab)d the
transmission coefficient is then given by
(5)
is much larger Ihan the lifetime of a resonant slate:
(9)
The eondition rd = r is indieated in Fig. 6 by the shaded
region. For smaller barriers dominates coherent tunneling.
Using typieal low-field mobilities of a two-dimensional
eleelron gas in seleetively doped GaAs/AIGaAs
heterojunctions gives maximum dimensions of rectangular
potenlial barriers in the 1.5-5.5 nm range for caherent
resanant tunneling at room temperature. and in the 3-9 nm
range al 77 K.
Fig. 5 sho\Vs right (T,) and Ieft (T,) rransmission eoeffieienrs
of the double barricr structure in fig. 3(b) as a function of the
subband energy Eo' assuming an average electron energy Ez
Phase coherence is destroyed by bOlh elastic
scaltering of carriers. inhomogeneities. alloying effects and
inelastic scaltering by phonons. Broadening 01' resonant
states leads to broadening (and reduclion) of the transmission
peak
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